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PRESENTATION ABSTRACTS & BIOGRAPHIES
Session I | Introducing the Moving Panorama
Resurrection of the Grand Panorama of a Whaling Voyage ‘Round the World
D. Jordan Berson, Director of Collections, New Bedford Whaling Museum
Abstract: Believed to be the longest painting in North America, the 1,275 foot long Grand Panorama of a
Whaling Voyage ‘Round the World (1848) by Caleb Purrington and Benjamin Russell has recently been
conserved and exhibited for the first time since 1961. The project received a great deal of publicity, and
twenty-five thousand people came to view the work when it was on full display during the summer of
2018. From the time it was brought into the Collection of the Old Dartmouth Historical Society’s
Whaling Museum in 1918, the painting had already suffered from years of heavy use and by the early
1950s its condition was considered too badly degraded to be saved—its value was recorded in a
collections inventory as “worthless.”
Because nobody had the heart to dispose of the Panorama, it survived long enough that new
conservation methods were developed that could save it. In 2001 a team was assembled to examine the
Panorama and map all of the types and areas of damage so that a conservation strategy could be
developed. In 2013 a variety of approaches and treatments were finally assessed, and the conservation
work was fully completed by late 2017.
Once conserved, installation and display systems were designed under the guidance of textile
conservators and custom built. Meanwhile a 20,000 square foot exhibition space needed to be scouted
and outfitted for the summer exhibition. The final touch was a custom-built portable storage system for
the Panorama, designed to safeguard it in storage and enabling it to travel safely internationally. The
next chapter of the Panorama’s story will likely be as a traveling exhibition, perhaps to some of the same
exotic lands its story depicts.
Keywords: Grand Panorama of a Whaling Voyage ‘Round the World, Caleb Purrington and Benjamin
Russell, conservation, moving panorama, exhibition
Biography: D. Jordan Berson received his BS, Corporate Communication from the Roy H. Park School of
Communications at Ithaca College, Ithaca New York in 1996 and soon thereafter began his career at the
Fox News and Movietone Newsreel archives in New York City assisting news editors with procurement
of archival footage. Following a move to Boston in 1999, Berson went on to work as moving-image
archivist at Public Broadcasting Service’s (PBS’s) flagship station, WGBH. It was during this time at
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WGBH when Berson earned his MS, Library and Information Science with a concentration in Archives
and Preservation Management from Simmons College in Boston. Following that, he left Boston and
enrolled with the School of Information at the University of Texas Austin in their Book and Paper
Conservation program, from which he received a Certificate of Advanced Study (CAS) in 2011. As a
graduation requirement, Berson completed nearly a year-long internship at the New Bedford Whaling
Museum, studying under staff Conservator Robert Hauser. This is when Berson first became involved
with the museum’s Grand Panorama of a Whaling Voyage‘Round the World, assisting Hauser with strategy for
its future conservation. Berson spent two years as contract conservator for the National Anthropological
Archives at the Smithsonian Institution, Washington DC where he conserved and stabilized the work of
noted anthropologists of the 19th and early 20th centuries. He then returned to New Bedford, in part to
manage the conservation and development of a safe display system for the Panorama. The project was
finally completed in 2018, and was that summer displayed for the first time in nearly 6 decades.
jberson@whalingmuseum.org

The Discovery of Fragments of “Cyclorama Reichardt” in the Collection of the Rijksmuseum
Maud van Suylen, Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, Netherlands
Abstract: One can only consider it a sheer coincidence that in the process of giving shape to an exhibition
that centres around the largest works on paper (prints, cartoons, drawings and photography) from the
collection of the Rijksmuseum, by accident a 23-meter long and almost 2-meter-high hand-painted scenic
landscape on paper was rediscovered in the museum’s depots. Together with five broadly similar, yet
shorter, pieces, the group of objects was described on an old inventory card as wallpaper. Although from
the beginning we had our doubts about this attribution, the longest object was nonetheless included in
the exhibition, XXL Paper, which due to Covid is postponed to the summer of 2022.
As conservation now is completed and research almost finished, the object will be on display next year as
a fragment of what was thought to be a moving panorama, or so-called cyclorama. More specifically, it
will be presented as the longest remaining part of what was known to be the “Reuzen [Gigantic]
Cyclorama” or “Cyclorama Reichardt.” Named after its owner Ferdinand Reichardt in Berlin, it travelled
through the Netherlands, Belgium and Great Britain between 1853 and 1855—letting its spectator go on
a journey from Tirol to the Vesuvius.
This paper will unfold the quest undertaken and process leading up to this compelling new attribution of
at least four of these long-forgotten lengthy landscapes on paper. By shedding light on the results of the
material-technical and archival research undertaken—the joint efforts of conservators and curators—it
becomes clear how the identification came about: from wooden poles and pinholes to the hundreds of
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newspaper announcements. This previously unknown moving panorama will offer new insights about the
popular, fascinating 19th-century phenomenon.
Keywords: discovery, cyclorama, Reichardt, exhibition
Maud van Suylen is currently working as an Academic Researcher at the Rijksmuseum Print Room,
having completed two years as a Junior Curator of Prints and Drawings at the Rijksmuseum and the
Fondation Custodia in Paris. Before that, she was working on provenance research for the collection
catalogue of 17th-century Dutch drawings at the Rijksmuseum. She has also worked at the Ashmolean
Museum in Oxford, where she created database records for the collection of Dutch and Flemish
drawings. m.van.suylen@rijksmuseum.nl

A Man, a Horse-Drawn Wagon, and a Moving Panorama
Peter Morelli, Independent Researcher, Portland, Maine, USA
Abstract: This talk offers an intimate look at a moving panorama performer’s life as a traveling showman,
and at small town moving panorama shows in the mid-19th century. It is based on the remarkable
surviving “exhibitor’s diary” of Maine’s L. Eaton Emerson which documents his 1853-54 travels in
Northern New England presenting the Grand Moving Mirror of California. An accompanying script in turn
tells the panorama’s story of western travel in the Gold Rush period. While circular panoramas were
exhibited chiefly in purpose-built buildings in large cities, moving panoramas were shown both in cities
and smaller towns. A rural presenter would use a town hall, a church meeting house, or even a classroom
to accommodate a small audience and the large pictures on reels. Moving panoramas aged and became
worn, and their subjects in time lost the ability to draw a crowd. Then they might be sold and sent abroad
for some additional life, or be reused for new panoramas, for draperies, or for rags. Others continued to
be performed in the smallest of venues.
Emerson’s diary, which survives at the Maine Historical Society, includes a daily account of his solo
shows, and the obstacles to his shows, as he traveled by horse-drawn wagon through remote villages in
the hills of western Maine, through the White Mountains of New Hampshire, and in northern Vermont
and southern Quebec—all about 240 miles north of the conference location in New Bedford. The
performer’s texts include some humorous stories and some barbed comments about hall proprietors and
audiences. Together the diary and the handwritten script for the California panorama tell an intriguing
story of life on the road with a travel panorama shows.
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Emerson’s fascinating diary will be examined in the context of other moving panorama shows of the
time. The talk will include related images of 19th-century prints, a few photographs of the diaries, maps
of Emerson’s route, and some images of the still existing small halls where he performed his show.
Keywords: moving panorama, travel diary, exhibitor, New England, California
Biography: Peter F. Morelli, of Portland, Maine, has been involved in panorama research, exhibition, and
performance since the rediscovery of the Pilgrim’s Progress Moving Panorama in 1996. He presented at the
2004 IPC conference on that panorama, and on a plan to conserve, exhibit, and perform it, which was
later largely executed. A paper on the moving panorama, co-written with Julia Morelli, was published in
the 2010 IPC book The Panorama in the Old World and the New. He was a trustee of the Saco Museum and
Dyer Library Association during the time he assisted the staff with research and exhibition of the
panorama. Morelli was the director of development and previously city planner for the City of Saco,
Maine, where he was responsible for planning, economic development, housing and historic preservation
for 27 years. More recently he led the Age Friendly Community program for AARP in Maine. The
program provides technical assistance to Maine communities planning for an aging population. He has
now retired. He earned a graduate certificate in museum studies and a master’s degree in planning and
public policy at Tufts University, and is a graduate of the University of Southern Maine.
Pmorelli2@gmail.com
New England’s “Mill Girls” and Exhibitions
Suzanne Wray, Independent Researcher, New York City, New York, USA
Abstract: “The girls in all manufacturing towns are fine creatures for exhibitions. Their sedentary lives,
and their many privations, render anything in the shape of amusement a glory to them…” wrote
showman P.T. Barnum some years after a tour of New England that included the manufacturing cities of
Lynn, Massachusetts (shoes), Providence, Rhode Island, and Lowell, Massachusetts (cotton textiles). By
the 1850s, the textile industry had expanded rapidly in the United States, with America growing
three-quarters of the world’s supply of cotton, much of which was shipped to New England to be
manufactured into cloth. Lowell, Massachusetts was the showpiece for the Boston Associates who had
built mills all over New England, a region where swiftly flowing rivers and falls provided waterpower for
manufacturing. The daughters of Yankee farmers were solicited to work in the factory towns: the work
gave women an opportunity to earn cash wages, something that was not possible on the farm. They
worked long hours tending machinery, were required to live in company-owned boarding houses, and
church attendance was mandatory. A great deal has been written about Lowell and its mill girls, much of
it focused on the intellectual accomplishments of the young women despite their long work days. New
England did not approve of entertainments in general, and the theater in particular was frowned upon, so
advertisements promised “moral” and “rational” respectable entertainments. There were lending libraries,
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evening classes, and lectures to attend, but the mill girls also managed to see traveling exhibitions and
entertainments, including moving panoramas, dioramas, and magic lantern shows.
Keywords: “mill girls,” New England, textiles, moving panorama
Biography: Independent researcher Suzanne Wray became interested in the history of the textile industry
while working as a sweater designer in the former Amoskeag millyard in Manchester, NH, once the
largest cotton mill in the world. This led to membership in the Society for Industrial Archeology, of
which she is a past member of the board of directors; then, a long and circuitous route led to an interest
in 19th-century “optical entertainments.” Her research on panoramas, chemical dioramas and other
19th-century “exhibitions” has been presented to the International Panorama Council, and the Magical
Lantern Society. gribble@earthlink.net

Session II | Music, Immersion, and Performance in the Moving Panorama
“Purrington & Russell’s Grand Panorama of a Whaling Voyage Round the World”: An Early Exercise in “Edutainment”
Michael P. Dyer, Curator of Maritime History, NBWM
Abstract: From the “immersion” and “performance” perspective, as he traveled the U.S. in 1849-1850,
Benjamin Russell was narrating his panorama from firsthand observation of time spent both in the
seaport of New Bedford, and in the world-wide whale fishery. However, apart from the immediate
whaling themes of the painting, the artists deliberately included popular story themes as well, themes that
literate people could reasonably be expected to have either heard of or read about. In so doing, they
helped to verify the truthfulness of oft-told tales. Likewise some of the content shifted between actual
historical events and current events taking place in the regions of the Pacific Ocean. In this regard the
panorama and its narration could be considered directly informative and not merely entertaining; hence,
an early example of “edutainment.”
Keywords: Benjamin Russell, immersion, performance, New Bedford, whaling, edutainment
Biography: mdyer@whalingmuseum.org

A Demonstration of The Grand Moving Mirror of California
Artists and Collaborators of the Velaslavasay Panorama, Los Angeles, California, USA
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Abstract: As a companion to this year’s presentation A Man, a Horse-Drawn Wagon, and a Moving Panorama,
the Velaslavasay Panorama (VP) gives an excerpted demonstration of their version of The Grand Moving
Mirror of California, inspired by the document shared with them by Peter Morelli in 2005. Originally
accompanied by a painted panoramic scroll which no longer exists, this 1853 script describes the history,
motivation and enthusiasm for the migration to California during the Gold Rush Era.
The VP’s Grand Moving Mirror of Californiais a two hundred and seventy foot long painted landscape scroll
depicting the early history of California, first performed in 2010 with live narration, a crankist, piano
accompaniment, foley and lighting effects. On the voyage we encounter rough seas at Cape Horn, early
views of California cities and famous natural treasures, and the people, landscapes and ports-of-call
prospectors encountered on their journey to find gold. True to its nineteenth-century roots, the moving
panorama’s script possesses the same thirst for spirited storytelling as early film, melodrama, farce or
pantomime—entertaining the audience by leading them, scene by scene, into the perilous unknown. Key
artists involved in creating the VP’s iterations of the GMMOCA include: Tony Abatemarco, Andy Cao,
Ruby Carlson, Rodrigo Carrera, Jade Finlinson, Oswaldo Gonzalez, Kate Koller, Erik Newman, Rosco
Posada, Guan Rong, Mimi Soo-Hoo, Sara Velas, and Khylin Woodrow.
Subsequent presentations of a half-size and small version of theGMMOCA have occured in Berlin,
Germany (2013, Kunstsaele), Batuan, Indonesia, (2014, Bali Purnati Center for the Arts), Seoul, Korea
(2015, Kim Kim Gallery), San Francisco, California, USA (2018, Exploratorium) and throughout the
Greater Los Angeles Area (various locations, ongoing).
Originally proposed as an in-person experience during the conference, this IPC demonstration has been
adapted digitally to include short video clips and an overview of the range of presentations done by the
Velaslavasay Panorama of the GMMOCA.
Keywords: moving panorama, picture recitation, California, travel diary, travelogue
Biography: Drawing on the illustrious history of the great panorama paintings of the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, the Velaslavasay Panorama is an exhibition hall, theatre and garden dedicated to the
production and presentation of immersive visual experiences, including those of the 360-degree variety
and linear moving panoramas. In summer 2019 the Velaslavasay Panorama debuted Shengjing Panorama—
the world’s first collaborative 360-degree panorama between artists from the United States and China.
Founded in the year 2000 on Hollywood Boulevard, the Velaslavasay Panorama now makes its home in
one of Los Angeles’ oldest purpose built motion picture hall—the Union Theatre, from 1910. See
https://panoramaonview.org/major-projects/grand-moving-mirror-california,
https://www.dropbox.com/s/24q1ig8oh54cib9/Grand-Moving-Mirror-August-2010.pdf ?dl=0, and
https://vimeo.com/25615542
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Panorama in Performance
West Hyler, Theatrical Writer and Director, Greenville, South Carolina, USA
Abstract: In 2016 the St. Louis Repertory Theater premiered Georama, a new musical based on the life
and work of moving-panorama artist John Banvard. The scene shop built an 800 foot long and 6 foot
high moving panorama that scrolled continuously throughout the performance for the six-week run and
was later shipped to Winona, Minnesota for the summer season of the Great Lakes Shakespeare Festival.
Although the musical was an original piece of theater, it contained some text written by John Banvard as
well as musical selections composed specifically to accompany his own performances in the mid-1800s.
During one particularly moving sequence, Banvard’s own words were spoken to accompanying music
originally intended to underscore them, while a recreation of his moving panorama scrolled by behind
him.
The moving panoramas were the original moving pictures and were intended to be performative events,
rather than museum displays, in which scrolling images joined with dramatic storytelling and original
music. As the writer and director of Georama, I had a front row seat to the powerful audience response
created when moving panoramas are combined with musical storytelling. The panorama becomes a static
setting for location, as well as a sequential series of images that communicates both action and temporal
movement. The scroll is hidden, but we know it must eventually come to an end. The end is ever present
and ever approaching, like a back cover of a favorite book. Because the images have already been painted,
the end is also preordained. This creates a tension and falls into the familiar storytelling structure of a
beginning, middle, and end.
During my presentation I’ll describe in more detail the magical alchemy between live performance,
storytelling, and moving panoramas. If a projector is available, I’ll also provide some examples from the
production and even present a couple of songs from Georama that will accompany the projections.
Keywords: moving panorama, performance, John Banvard, Georama
Biography: West Hyler was the Story writer and Scene Director for Cirque Du Soleil Paramour, Cirque’s first
Broadway musical. Other Directing work includes Paramour, Jersey Boys, How the Grinch Stole Christmas
(Broadway), Avenue Q (State Puppet Theater of Bulgaria), iLuminate (New World Stages), Air Play (New
Victory Theater), Wingman (Ars Nova), H2O (59E59), Getting My Act Together (York Theater Company),
Tempest, Love’s Labours Lost, Merry Wives of Windsor(Notre Dame Shakespeare Festival), Georama, The
Disappearing Man (St. Louis Rep), No Way to Treat a Lady (The Colony Theater), Georama (NYMF; 5 2017
NYMF awards including Outstanding Direction), amongst others. As a writer/director Hyler’s work
includes Legendarium and Metamorphosis (Big Apple Circus, Lincoln Center), Panda! (Beijing State Theater),
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Georama (St. Louis Rep, Great River Shakespeare Festival, NYMF), and A Jake and a Tom (Hollywood
International Film Festival, Charleston International Film Festival). He was the Producing Artistic
Director of the New York Musical Festival and Co-Artistic Director of Artistic Stamp.
docilemim@gmail.com

Session III | Restoration and Reclamation
The Restoration and Restaging of the Small Panorama “Clear World of the Blissfull”
Petra Helm, ARS ARTIS AG, Zürich, Switzerland
Christian Marty, ARS ARTIS AG, Zürich, Switzerland
Abstract: The article describes the fate of the small panorama "Clear World of the Blissfull" by Elisàr von
Kupffer (1872 - 1942) up to its restoration. Von Kupffer was an Estonian-born painter, poet, historian
and playwright and created his main work (3.3 x 29 meters) in the period 1923-30. In a temple-like
staging, he exhibited the painting in a 12-cornered panoramic structure of over 9 meters in diameter.
After Elisàr von Kupffer's death in 1942, the circular painting remained in its original place until about
1976, escaping complete destruction only by chance, but its substance had suffered greatly. From 1987
until its restoration (2017- 2021), it was then displayed unrestored in an unclimatized wooden building.
Thanks to the initiative of the ProElisarion Association, it was possible to restore the painting cycle.
The core idea of the restoration concept was based on the idea of joining the painting, which consisted of
17 individual, unevenly shaped sections, into a circular picture, analogous to the large panoramas from
the 19th century. From the conservation point of view is the great advantage of this concept, that the
fabric is always sufficiently taut in the event of climatic fluctuations and can therefore throw no waves, or
at least only minimal ones. For this purpose, the individual painting panels were freely suspended from a
circumferential ring (mounting ring) at the upper edge and joined together at the vertical seams. Precisely
defined weights were attached to the lower edge of the painting to allow it to be hung with as few creases
as possible. A metal ring mounted on the floor, corresponding to the painting's circumference,
additionally serves to stretch the painting in a circular manner. This concept was also successfully applied
to the conservation of the panoramas in Salzburg, Lucerne, Innsbruck or Atlanta. In addition, the
exhibition situation of 1939 was rudimentarily restaged by reconstructing a lost part of the painting,
measuring 1.8 m x 2.5 m according to a historical photograph, and by erecting a pavilion - under which
the visitor could stand - in the center of the installation site.
Keywords: Elisàr von Kupffer, conservation and restoration, reconstruction, small panorama, Association
ProElisarion
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Biographies: Petra Helm, Mag. art, Petra Helm completed her studies in conservation and technology at
the University of Fine Arts in Vienna, where she graduated with a Magister Artium in 1980. In 1980, she
founded her own studio focusing on paintings and paper conservation, where she specialized mostly in
the conservation of art on paper, mainly from the 19th century, classical modernism and contemporary
art. In parallel, she completed a degree in European Etnology. Professionally, she was involved in the
board of the Austrian Restorers Association (ÖRV), among others as vice president and delegate of the
parent organization of the European Restorers Associations (E.C.C.O). In 2003 she founded ARS ARTIS
AG in Zurich (CH) together with Christian Marty. She gained panorama experience while working at the
Bourbaki Panorama Luzern (CH) and during the translocation of the panorama of the Battle of Bergisel
(Innsbruck, A), where she was responsible for the treatment of the image surface. Together with her
partner Christian Marty she publishes about conservation and restoration and gives lectures.
Christian Marty, Conservator-restorer SKR/SCR FIIC, completed his training as a painting and sculpture
conservator-restorer in Zurich. Further training took place at various museums and institutes in
Switzerland, Austria and the Netherlands. In 1980 he was joined to the Swiss Institute of Art Science
(SIK/ISEA), where he was appointed head of the Art Technology Department in 1985. During this time,
he was involved in the “Swiss Association for Conservation and Restoration” (SKR/SCR) for 8 years, 6
of them as president. He was also co-founder and member of the presidium of the “European
Confederation of Conservators - Restorers’ Organisation” (E.C.C.O). From 1997 onwards, he led the
Institute's major conservation projects, including the conservation and restoration of the Bourbaki
Panorama (Lucerne, CH). In 2003 he founded ARS ARTIS AG, together with Petra Helm. He was able
to contribute his experience in dealing with large panoramas as a consultant in the restoration of the
Sattler Panorama (Salzburg, A) and in the translocation of the painting Battle of Atlanta (Atlanta, USA).
He was the overall project manager for the translocation of the Battle of Bergisel (Innsbruck, A).
Together with his partner Petra Helm he publishes and lectures on conservation and restoration. He is a
Fellow of the International Institute of Conservation (IIC).

A Panorama of the Eternal City
Jean-Claude Brunner, Independent Researcher, Vienna, Austria
Abstract: The lights and charms of Italy and especially Rome, the eternal city, have drawn the interest of
legions of German and Austrians to cross the Alps and capture the sights for the people at home. The
long pictorial tradition of views of Rome created in the minds of Northern Europeans an imaginary city
of sights and marvels, that was often at odds with reality, especially in the 19th century.
In 1883, the Moravian landscape painter Marie Ertl (1837-1909) created a half-panorama of Rome, Italy,
in watercolor of four overlapping sheets (13,5 x 46 cm each, in the author’s possession, below a copy of
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one of the sheets). It is not known whether a version in oil exists or not. The presentation will show the
location where the panorama was created and illustrate some of the changes in the cityscape as well as the
continuities.
Keywords: Italy, Rome, nineteenth century, watercolor painting, city landscape
Biography: Jean-Claude Brunner is a Swiss IT consultant living in Vienna, Austria. He studied
international management in Zurich, Vienna and Louvain-la-Neuve. Past projects include the English
translation of Archduke Franz Ferdinand’s world tour diary in 1892/1893. He is treasurer of the
Weltmuseum Wien Friends association. jc.brunner@gmail.com

The Little Panorama that Could: Knight-Ruger’s The Great Locomotive Chase or Andrews Raid
Gordon L. Jones, Atlanta History Center, Atlanta, Georgia, USA
Abstract: As covert military raids go, this one was a bust. On April 12, 1862, during the American Civil
War, Union raiders led by James J. Andrews hijacked the locomotive General near Atlanta and drove it
north toward Chattanooga. 87 miles and seven hours later, Confederates in the locomotive Texas caught
the raiders well short of their target. Most were captured; eight (including Andrews) were hanged. The
railroad was undamaged. And yet, as popular culture goes, the Andrews Raid was a smash hit. Who could
imagine a better caper than two mighty steam-hissing locomotives racing each other at breakneck speed
during a secret mission?
In 1878, surviving raider William J. Knight commissioned artist and cartographer Albert Ruger to paint a
moving panorama of the now-famous incident. The Great Locomotive Chase or Andrews Raid comprised 17
scenes on a 120 foot-long canvas. For the next 18 years, Knight toured as a showman: reciting nostalgic
tales as colorful scenes of his wartime exploits were cranked slowly past a faux stage window. The
panorama’s suitably pretentious title “The Great Locomotive Chase” is today the name most widely
associated with this otherwise uneventful event.
The scenes in Knight and Ruger’s The Great Locomotive Chase or Andrews Raid may have covered the least
distance in the shortest time using the fastest mode of transportation depicted in any 19th century
moving panorama. Here was an old-fashioned tale of personal courage harnessing the sprawling, rapid,
and brute mechanical force of American technological expansion. Knight and Ruger’s successful formula
inspired the next generation of visual history makers: the silent film The Railroad Raiders of ‘62(1911),
Buster Keaton’s slapstick classic The General (1926), and, above all others, Walt Disney’s The Great
Locomotive Chase (1956). Today both locomotives – as well as Knight and Ruger’s original panorama -survive as artifacts of the legends that created them.
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Keywords: panorama, Civil War, locomotive, William J. Knight, Albert Ruger
Biography: Gordon L. Jones is the Senior Military Historian and Curator at the Atlanta History Center,
where he has worked since 1991. He curated the 9,200 square-foot permanent exhibition Turning Point:
The American Civil War (1996), featuring the DuBose and Dickey Civil War Collections. He is the author of
Confederate Odyssey: The George W. Wray Jr. Collection (UGA Press, 2015). From 2014 through 2019, Gordon
oversaw a five-year project to research, conserve, re-interpret, and exhibit the 1886 cyclorama painting,
The Battle of Atlanta. Jones holds a Ph.D. from the Graduate Institute of the Liberal Arts at Emory
University, specializing in the Civil War in popular culture. HE also holds an M.A. in public history from
the University of South Carolina and a B.A. in history from Furman University.
gjones@AtlantaHistoryCenter.com

A Further Panorama by Earle?: A View of Rio, 1823
Robin Skinner, Te Herenga Waka—Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand
Abstract: In his 1968 biography, Augustus Earle in New Zealand, Anthony Murray-Oliver noted that the
travelling artist, Augustus Earle was responsible for four panoramas in London in the 1820s and 30s.
These included views of Madras, Mauritius, the Bay of Islands in New Zealand and—“apparently
another”—a view of Rio de Janeiro. Scholars later identified further panoramas of Sydney and Hobart by
Earle that were displayed in London.
The South American work to which Murray-Oliver alludes could be the ‘View of the city of St. Sebastian,
and the Bay of Rio Janeiro’ that was shown in the upper drum of Robert Burford's Leicester Square
Panorama between 1827 and 1828. It is known through reviews, advertisements and the six-penny guide
with its accompanying woodcut. Based upon drawings from 1823, Burford’s view shows Rio de Janeiro
and its locale from the middle of the bay, with various ships dotted about the middle distance including
some that participated in the Brazilian struggle for independence. Scholars usually attribute this view to
William John Burchell.
Murray-Oliver included few footnotes and his papers are not currently available. Nevertheless, despite
little scholarly evidence regarding his attribution, it is possible that the work could have been by the
travelling artist. Earle resided in Brazil between 1820 and 1824 and communicated with Burford regarding
his panorama of Sydney that would replace the Rio de Janeiro vista following its seventeen-month run.
While the argument supporting Earle's authorship is circumstantial at best, this attribution offers an
intriguing prospect. This paper considers if Earle were the artist of this view of Rio de Janeiro, why would
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his contribution have been anonymous, what would it tell us about Earle’s understanding of this South
American settlement and community, and how would it extend our understanding of his wider body of
panoramic works?
Keywords: Panorama of Rio de Janeiro, Augustus Earle, Robert Burford, Anthony Murray-Oliver
Biography: Robin Skinner lectures in the Wellington School of Architecture in New Zealand.
robin.skinner@vuw.ac.nz

Session IV | The Panorama Movement in Turkey
Adıyaman Nemrud Mountain Panorama Museum
Salih Doğan, Adıyaman Nemrud Mountain Panorama Museum, Adıyaman, Turkey
Abstract: Tens of panoramic museums built in Turkey, while museology and cultural works are changing
and broadening in terms of their definition, are carrying an important mission about being an
information center, constituting the historical memory of the society and carrying these to the new
generations. Such important panoramic museums shall exist by reciprocal exchange in between exhibited
objects, stories, and people. They shall energize the subconscious while exhibiting cultural transmittance
through panoramic drawings.
One of the most important archaeological cultural heritage zones of our country is “Mount Nemrut.” A
3d vitalization of the monumental places of Hellenistic pieces which were built for the respect for the
Gods and Ancestors of the King of Commagene Antiochus the 1st arised a panoramic project including
the King’s tomb, great monuments and mountain with its unique landscape. The target of the panorama
project is to show the original shapes of the cultural heritage to the visitors since the pieces were damaged
because of natural reasons at 2206 meters above sea level.
The project will constitute a brand value and cultural publicity for the city and our country. In addition it
is planned to be an important step for the cultural mapping.
Keywords: panorama, Nemrut Mountain, Antiochos, cultural heritage, Adıyaman, Turkey
Biography: Forthcoming. http://salihdogan.com.tr; dogansalih@yahoo.com

Time Stops at the Panorama 1326 Bursa
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Orhan Mollasalih, Panorama 1326 Bursa Conquest Museum, Bursa, Turkey
Abstract: It was a warm spring day, April 6th, 1326 at around 11 am to be precise. It is the day of
surrender and handing over the symbolic key of the city by the Byzantine governor to Orhan Ghazi, the
new sovereign of the City of Bursa.
The city was under siege for a long time and semi-nomadic Turkmens had settled in Bursa plains.
Turkmen people continue their social and cultural practices, showing their dressing culture, food culture,
games, music, commercial activities, husbandry etc. This is not a war; it is rather an endeavor to survive in
search of a shelter for the civilians; it is a struggle for Turkmens to feed their children. Turkmens were the
one exiled by Mongols and squeezed between Byzantium and the descendants of Cengiz Khan.
Finally, Bursa opens the doors for Turkmen people and decided to go to their capital, Istanbul. Orhan
Gazi ensures the total peace for all the inhabitants of Bursa and some remained for centuries. Peace
prevails in this city—once and for all—the war is suspended in history.
This is what you can see in the dome of our Panorama 1326 Bursa Conquest Museum. It brings you all
the way to the beginning of the 14th century. You feel the tranquility in Bursa plains while you can make
empathy with the Governor of Bursa. This is a dome making you feel the joy and sadness, but time stops
here. It is always April 6th, 1326.
Keywords: panorama, Panorama 1326 Bursa Conquest Museum, time, Bursa
Biography: Orhan Mollasalih is director of the Panorama 1326 Bursa and chief of directors at Osmangazi
Municipality, Bursa. He received his BA and MA in business administration and PhD in business
administration at the Near Eastern University in Northern Cyprus since 2015. His leisure time activities
consist of trekking, team sports particularly soccer, and he is an amateur photographer. He is married and
father of two kids. orhanmollasalih@hotmail.com

Depiction of Bursa in Travelers’ Accounts and its Reflection on the Panorama 1326 Bursa Image
Emek Yilmaz, Panorama 1326 Bursa Conquest Museum, Bursa, Turkey
Abstract: Panorama 1326 Bursa Conquest Museum image, which was designed under the consultancy of
an Advisory Board by eight artists, depicts the city on the day of April 6, 1326 at around 11 am. It is the
day of surrender and handing over the symbolic key of the city by the Byzantine governor to the new
chief of the city of Bursa- Orhan Gazi. The city was under siege for a long time and semi-nomadic
Turkmens had settled in Bursa plains. The picture which covers a surface area of 2450 m2 depicts nature,
Turkmens’ social and cultural practices, dressing culture, food culture, games, music, commercial
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activities, husbandry etc. There are not many historical accounts describing the city at the time of the
conquest or in the early Ottoman period. The tradition of keeping historical accounts in the Ottoman
State began in the fifteenth century. There are few travelers and Byzantine accounts of the early
fourteenth century. In addition, we know that the city grew outside the City Walls with the Ottomans.
Even though it was the first capital of the Ottoman Empire, the city, with its center and periphery, was
small. Prominent historian Prof. Dr. Ilber Ortaylı during his visit to the Panorama 1326 Bursa said, “the
city was very similar to the picture we see in the Panorama, the city in the early Republican period and
was as green as the image until the 1960s rapid urbanization that took place across Turkey.” This paper
will discuss how the city was with its natural resources and what these images signify and symbolize by
exploring travelers’ accounts depicting the City of Bursa from fourteenth century to the nineteenth
century.
Keywords: travelers’ accounts, Bursa, Panorama 1326 Bursa, panorama media
Biography: Emek Yılmaz is coordinator of the Panorama 1326 Bursa, a visiting researcher at Koc
University Center for Asian Studies and is volunteer communications and special projects officer at the
European Museum Academy. She received her PhD in Sociology at the Kangwon National University, S.
Korea, where she taught several courses as a teaching assistant and lecturer. For her PhD, she studied
how museums construct and convey identity through cultural heritage work at city museums. She also
focuses on topics such as museums as social arenas and places of social inclusion. Recently, Emek is
interested in creating digital learning experiences in museums. yilmaz.emek@gmail.com

Session V | Architectural Perspectives
A Unique Panorama of Nineteenth-Century Istanbul: The Alaca (Colorful) Mosque in Tetovo (Macedonia)
Velika Ivkovska, ICOMOS (International Council on Monuments & Sites) Representing Macedonia
Abstract: Panoramas, whether real or imaginative contain more than just artistic expression. They in a way
are time machines that help us travel back in time and see through the eyes of their authors the places,
vistas, cities they visited. But, also panoramas are an incredibly rich source of information through which
we also follow landscape and urban transformation, architecture, lifestyles, etc.
The Alaca (Šarena Džamija) Mosque in Tetovo, R. Macedonia was originally built in 1438 and later
rebuilt in 1833 by the great enthusiast of art Abdurrahman Pasha. Its construction was financed by two
sisters from Tetovo and as with many mosques, a hammam was built nearby across the river Pena. The
site used to include an inn and the current courtyard holds a fountain, and a mausoleum. The octagonal
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“türbe” houses the resting places of Hurshida and Mensure, the two sisters who financed the
construction of the mosque in 1438.
The space below the dome of the mosque holds one very rare panorama depicting a town and, in this
article, we will initiate the identification of the site and the details that are not much researched. The
article will identify the landscape, the built environment, and the architectural structures, something that
was not done before. What this panorama actually displays is a depiction of 19th century Istanbul with its
palaces built by the shores of the Bosporus and painted by local Christian painters.
Keywords: Ottoman Panorama, Macedonia, Ottoman Mosque, Ottoman architecture, Istanbul
Biography: Velika Ivkovska is an engineer, architect, and architectural historian. She teaches History and
Theory of Art and Architecture, Ottoman Architecture as well as Design Studies and Representative
Techniques in Architecture at BAU Istanbul. She was born in Skopje, Republic of Macedonia. She
received her bachelor’s degree in Engineering and Architecture at the University of “Ss. Cyril and
Methodius” Skopje in 2004. Her Master of Science degree from the Faculty of Architecture and Design at
University American College Skopje was focused on the Building Heritage in Macedonia during the
Ottoman era. In 2018 she received her PhD title at Istanbul Technical University on a thesis regarding the
formation of Ottoman towns. She is a member of ICOMOS Macedonia, and actively participates in
conferences and seminars related to the History of Architecture. She is the author of An Ottoman Era
Town in the Balkans: The Case Study of Kavala,published by Routledge. Her work covers the fields of the
Ottoman architecture in the Balkan as well as the vernacular architecture, Byzantine, modern architecture,
urban histories and transformations as well as history of garden design. velikaivkovska@gmail.com

Redefining Concepts of Architectural Space Through the Panorama as a Travel Apparatus
Katarina Andjelkovic, Atelier AG Andjelkovic, Belgrade, Serbia
Abstract: This paper analyses the multiple relationships that emerge between travel, panoramic media and
concepts of architectural space, within various contexts of spatial imagination. This realm denotes the
views of distant spaces and places that are mediated and altered by the panoramic medium itself. With
consideration for theories of “media determinism” and visuality, this paper proposes that, through a
human-oriented ontology and privileging of the human, the panorama functions as a travel apparatus. As
such, panorama is useful as an interpretative tool for rethinking the production of spatial imaginations,
and it provides new approaches to other forms of representation in relation to the “viewing mechanism.”
Thus, the panorama is, as a method of negotiating spatial and temporal distances, critical in thinking and
representing architecture. This is most evident in how it captures the formations and transformations of
architectural space that these views produce. Through critical reading of the history of spatial
representation and visuality, the purpose of this presentation is to identify how visions of space through
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panoramic travel apparatuses redefine concepts of architectural space. Special focus will be on the
transition between panorama and circular contemporary panoramic media, such as panoramic
photography, VR photographs, digital route panorama, 360° panoramic movies and screens arranged in a
cycloramic, 360-degree circle that provide Circle-Vision.
Keywords: architectural space, panorama, travel apparatus, spatial imagination, spatial representation.
Biography: Katarina Andjelkovic, with a Ph.D., M.Arch.Eng., is a theorist, practicing architect, researcher
and a painter. In Spring semester 2021, Katarina is the main instructor of the Hand-Drawing Course: The
Face[S] of Architecture in New York City. She served as a Visiting Professor, Chair of Creative
Architecture, at the University of Oklahoma U.S.A., Institute of Form Theory and History in Oslo,
Institute of Urbanism and Landscape in Oslo, University of Belgrade–Faculty of Architecture, and
guest-lectured at Master Studies of TU Delft–Faculty of architecture and the built environment, Doctoral
studies of AHO - Oslo School of architecture and design, FAUP Porto, DIA Anhalt Dessau, SMT New
York, and Bachelor studies of ITU–Istanbul Technical University. She lectures internationally at
conferences in modern aesthetics of architecture, film-philosophy, new media and the city, drawing
research and visual culture in more than 26 countries in Europe, United Kingdom, North America and
Canada. Katarina has published her research widely in international journals (Web of Science) and won
numerous awards for her architecture design and urban design competitions. She is a full author of a
national project supported by the government of Serbia. She won the Belgrade Chamber of Commerce
Award for Best Master Thesis defended at Universities in Serbia in all disciplines. Andjelkovic exhibited
her artwork at many international architectural, fine arts and photography exhibitions.
katarina.code@gmail.com

The Panorama of Rio de Janeiro by Victor Meirelles and Henri Langerock, Part 4: A Game Engine Experience
Thiago Leitão de Souza, Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Abstract: This article is related to the research project, “The Immersive Experience in 360°:
Investigation, Representation and Digital Immersion in the City of Rio de Janeiro in the 19th and 20th
Centuries,” developed at Programa de Pós-Graduação em Urbanismo in Laboratório de Análise Urbana
e Representação Digital in FAU-UFRJ, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. The present work will investigate a Game
Engine Experience in a digital 360° Panorama. This is an ongoing investigation of “The Panorama of
Rio de Janeiro by Victor Meirelles and Henri Langerock: Part 1—A City Memory’s Representation or a
City’s Invention?” presented in 27thIPC in 2018; “Part 2—To Render or Not to Render? Maybe We
Need to Surrender!” presented in 28th IPC in 2019; and “Part 3—360° virtual layers of atmospheric
perspective,” presented at 29th IPC in 2020.
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Digital representation tools for Architecture and Urbanism are constantly changing and evolving. In the
last ten years, Game Engines has emerged as a new set of tools able to offer greater results and
interactive experiences. More and more Game Engines become used both in the universities by students
and professors, as well as architects and urban planners professionals. Before, it was necessary to have a
great knowledge about programming to create with high verisimilitude 3D models, but today, it is
possible to achieve quite satisfactory results easily. The images generated by computers had become
more credible, with a great power of “suggestion,” and mainly, easy to be made. Game engines are no
longer intended for programmers.
Game engines basically present two main characteristics: visualization and interactivity. The first is
related to the presentation of the model itself, either through a pre-established scene or a sequence of
internal or external spaces, with elements with colors, textures, shadows, among others; and the second
is how the user can relate to this visualization, with objects arranged in the scene / space, establishing
levels of interactivity, with movements of walking, lowering, rising, rotating, and among others. The
association of these two main characteristics, if well-conceived and ordered, can generate the idea of
experience. The central piece of this unique visualization and interactivity system are exactly 360° digital
panoramas.
This essay will investigate this idea of experience by game engines using the Panorama of Rio de Janeiroby
Victor Meirelles and Henri Langerock as a leading case. The experiences developed in previous essays
will be improved. In order to achieve this, digital and analogical systems of representations will be
developed and applied: computer graphics techniques, 3D models, 3D renderings, sketches, virtual
reality glasses, and some programming codes will be also investigated.
Keywords: Panorama of Rio de Janeiro, Victor Meirelles, Henri Langerock, architectural sketches, 3D
model, 3D rendering, game engines, virtual reality, immersive experience.
Biography: Thiago Leitão is a full Professor of sketching and computer graphics techniques of
Faculdade de Arquitetura e Urbanismo of Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. He holds an
undergraduate degree in Architecture and Urbanism (FAU-UFRJ, 2006), Master of Science in Arts
(PROURB-FAU-UFRJ in Rio de Janeiro, co-realized at Sint-Lucas Architectuur, Hogeschool voor
Wetenschap & Kunst, Brussels, 2009), and PhD (PROURB-FAU-UFRJ in Rio de Janeiro, 2014). Since
graduation, Thiago Leitão's research areas include: panoramas, the history of panoramas, panoramas of
Rio de Janeiro, 360° experiences, and how its conversion to digital media can offer contributions,
developments, and new experiences, for Architecture and Urbanism’s graphic representations and design
studios. leitao.thiago@gmail.com; leitao.thiago@fau.ufrj.br
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Session VI | Mechanisms for Virtual Travel
Architecture as a Visual Component: Panoramas and Dioramas as Simulation Mechanisms to Experience Travel
Sofia Quiroga Fernandez, Xi'an Jiaotong-Liverpool University (X.J.T.L.U.), Suzhou, Jiangsu, China
Abstract: The Panorama represents one of the first virtual space attempts. The elements described in its
patent include a circular architectural building as a support for painting exhibition and a central platform
for the observation. The Panorama is an ephemeral optical environment that depends on spatial
relationships between representation, space and spectator. It changed the painting viewers’ perspective
and forced the viewer to a tour to complete its perception. The newspapers of the time included its
strange simulation ability to recreate places where the viewers felt they were in the represented place. It
constitutes a travel experience enclosed into a room, where the viewer is placed in unique spots only
experienced before by pioneers, travellers, aeronauts, or sailors.
The Panorama system evolves towards the moving Panorama and the Diorama, contributing directly to
their invention. The Diorama meant a change in the observer’s position in a predesigned performance,
incorporating a motionless viewer in a mechanical device subject to a temporary display of the visual
experience. It strips the viewer’s autonomy placing it on a rotating mobile platform, allowing different
views and changing optical effects to simulate a virtual experience.
The Panorama and its evolution forms to the Diorama became popular visual entertainment considered
an optical-mechanical playhouse capable of creating illusions that brought science and travel experiences
to the stage. Consequently, both were used as a propaganda tool in Universal Exhibitions. This paper
examines the significance of these immersive spaces as propaganda exhibition spots that changed the
traditional relationship between viewer and space in the 19th century.
Keywords: Panorama, Moving Panorama, Diorama, Travel Experience, Virtual Entertainment, stage,
Propaganda, Universal Exhibition
Biography: Dr. Sofia Quiroga is an Architect and Assistant Professor in the Architecture Department at
Xi'an Jiatong Liverpool University (XJTLU). She holds a PhD in architecture from the Madrid
Polytechnic School of Architecture (ETSAM). As a researcher, architect and writer, her work explores the
intersection of visual, technological, and cultural innovations in architectural discourses and how it affects
the architectural design experience and its perception. It focuses on how immersive spaces were first
tested across exhibition layouts, theatres, utopic proposals, and Universal Exhibition pavilion projects. As
a chartered Architect, she had collaborated with prestigious architects such as Juan Navarro Baldeweg.
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She has been working as a freelance architect since 2001, developing her work in architectural design,
interior design, exhibitions and photography, being awarded several prizes. Quiroga’s work has been
presented, published, and exhibited internationally, including #Becoming, the Spanish Pavilion Exhibition
at the XVI Venice Architecture Biennale. Sofia.Quiroga@xjtlu.edu.cn

The Rockland Panoramas: Mounted or Cranked?
Sue Truman, The Crankie Factory Seattle, Washington, USA
Abstract: Those familiar with the term Panoramania might think of the huge moving panoramas that
toured the US, Canada and Europe during the mid-19th century. This craze also included mid-sized and
miniature versions. This talk/demonstration highlights a set of medium-sized panoramas from that era,
the Rockland Panoramas.
Painted in 1849, in what is now known as Rockland, Maine, USA, this set of paintings are the oldest views
of that area. One painting shows the busy harbor with numerous lime kiln shacks and sailing ships. The
other is a view of the Main Street. Housed at the Farnsworth Art Museum in Rockland, both paintings
are 35” high and 45 and 49’ respectively. According to a 1905 interview with one of the artists, Samuel
Fuller, the panoramas were exhibited in several nearby towns, but no information exists as to whether the
paintings were hung on a wall or if they were cranked as a moving panorama. Research continues on this
question.
Regardless of how the paintings were shown in 1849, this presentation will exhibit printed versions,
cranked in a special viewing box designed to display two scrolls. The box is a replica of one that shows,
coincidentally, two other surviving 19th century panoramas of the eastern seaboard, “The Excursion
Views of Narragansett Bay and Block Island.” The Narragansett Bay viewing box is part of the collection
of Professor Erkki Huhtamo.
Keywords: Rockland Maine, nineteenth century panoramas, the Crankie Factory
Biography: Sue Truman is a crankie artist and musician residing in Seattle, Washington. In 2012, she
created the website TheCrankieFactory.com to document the revival of the crankie movement and to
provide information about all things crankie. Passionate about moving panorama history as well, she set
out to increase awareness of this forgotten art form by contacting historians, museums and collectors
who generously contributed material to her website. The history section now contains over 30 pages of
moving panorama history. Truman has been an IPC member since 2013 when she presented on crankies
at the conference in Lucerne, Switzerland. Her crankie writings appear in the IPC book More than Meets
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the Eye: The Magic of the Panorama,published in 2019. In 2020 she became a sought-after performer and
workshop presenter at online festivals in the US and beyond. stepdancesue@gmail.com

Virtual and Vicarious: The Best Kind of Travel Your Money Can Buy; or, an Ode to the Panstereorama and the Pansteoramic
Park
Blagovesta Momchedjikova, New York University, New York City, New York, USA
Abstract: One of the biggest assets of urban panstereoramicenvironments (panstereoramas and
panstereoramic parks) is the opportunity that they provide their visitors to see many different sites
conveniently gathered in one place (one miniature or one miniature park), during a single visit, for a small
fee. This “seeing” implies that visitors are engaged in an idealized kind of travel: one that allows you to
skip over enormous distances and time zones, across languages, cultures, and borders; and without
logistical constraints such as a passport, transportation, and accommodations. Certainly, this saves visitors
money and time. The convenience that miniature sites thus offer is unparalleled: we get entertainment
and education—quickly and cheaply. But what is the tradeoff to this ideal and idealized situation? Surface
knowledge. Urban panstereoramas and panstereoramic parks offer knowledge of the surface, the exterior,
the general. In other words, by themselves, urban panstereoramas and panstereoramic parks confirm
generalizations and surface knowledge; yet they can be used as an inspiration to visit the real sites in
person, where one can learn about the depth, the interior, the specific. I will explore some concrete
examples of the idealized travel offered at panstereoramic sites (both singular and dispersed miniature
environments), as well as the financial challenges that such environments seem to face (some major and
long existent sites are closing down).
Keywords: panstereoramas, panstereoramic parks, idealized travel, surface/exterior knowledge, financial
challenge
Biography: Blagovesta Momchedjikova, PhD, is an urban culture scholar who teaches writing, art, and the
city at New York University. She specializes in panstereoramas, memory, and the lived city experience. She
is the editor of Captured by the City: Perspectives in Urban Culture Studies and Streetnotes: Urban Feel, and the
co-editor of Sounds of the City(upcoming), From Above: The Practice of Verticality, The Panorama Handbook:
Thoughts and Visions On and Around the Queens Museum’s Panorama of the City of New York,Public Space: Between
Spectacle and Resistance, as well as the author of many urban-inspired articles and poems. She chairs the area
of Urban Culture for MAPACA and the Conference Scientific Committee for IPC. She is on the editorial
board of Streetnotes and IPCJ. bmm202@nyu.edu
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Session VII |Situated Perspectives
«My Bourbaki Panorama» App: Creating a New Visitor Experience in a Panorama From the Nineteenth Century
Patrick Deicher, BDO Ltd., Lucerne, Switzerland; Bourbaki Panorama, Lucerne, Switzerland; Panorama
Altötting, Altötting, Germany
Abstract: As in a hidden-object picture (Wimmelbild), numerous individual fates are depicted in the
enormous painting of Bourbaki Panorama in Lucerne/Switzerland. The award-winning “My Bourbaki
Panorama” app allows visitors to immerse themselves in the history and everyday life of these “little
people”. The app is available in English/German/French in two versions, one for students and one for
visitors.
The app has massively changed the visitor experience in the Bourbaki Panorama and has had a very
positive impact on image, visitor numbers and visitor satisfaction. With this technical support tool, the
panorama image could be freed from its static character without interfering massively with the showroom
and the panorama image through show elements. In 2019, the largest printed newspaper in Switzerland
declared the Bourbaki Panorama the most exciting museum in Switzerland because of the app.
The app «My Bourbaki Panorama» won the Worlddidac Award 2016. During the ceremony in Berne,
the app was also awarded with the Swisscom ICT Innovation Award as the most innovative product of
the winners.«My Bourbaki Panorama» is a pioneering project in conveying history and is unique in the
German-speaking countries. The App was developed in collaboration with the Center for History
Education and Memory Cultures of the Lucerne College of Education (PH Lucerne). In particular, it
aims to inspire young people to deal with history and motivate them to concern themselves with
humanity, tolerance and human rights. It is an essential part of the concept, that the Ipad app is bound
exclusively to a museum visit. The App is therefore not available through the public distribution channel
of the App Store. The Tablets needed for using the App will be provided by the Bourbaki Panorama. The
educational App «My Bourbaki Panorama» brings historical events directly into the virtual age and onto
the tablet. The app combines knowledge with entertainment. On the tour, the visitors concern
themselves with the people in the painting, dive into an interactive history of the 19th century, take
photos and answer quiz-questions. From this they form their individual «Bourbaki story», an illustrated
document, which can be sent to oneself by e-mail. Thus, history is experienced and sustained.
My Bourbaki Panorama, the App – Trailer English:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BAl84Cy23qo
Keywords: visitor experience, cultural mediation, offline tablet app, schools
Biography: Patrick Deicher studied History and Business Management and holds an MA in History. He is
working with BDO Ltd. (Switzerland) since 2009 as a consultant in Public Management and is Head of
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the sector Not-for-Profit-Organizations. Since 2011 he is a member of the Board of Trustees of the
Foundation Panorama Altötting, Germany and since 2019 Vice-President of the Board of Trustees of the
Foundation Bourbaki Panorama Lucerne, Switzerland. From 2013 to 2017 Deicher acted as the Treasurer
to the International Panorama Council and from 2003 to 2013 as the Secretary-General of the
organization. Prior to that, he was director of the Museum Bruder Klaus at Sachseln in Switzerland
(2004-2007) and curator of the Bourbaki Panorama in Switzerland (2000-2007). He is an Honorary
Member of the International Panorama Council. Contact: patrick.deicher@deicher.ch

The Slav Epic, Mucha’s Panoramic Masterpiece
Dominique Hanson, Musée Royale de l'Armée et d'Histoire Militaire (retired), currently based in Berloz,
Belgium
Anja Coenen, International Panorama Council, currently based in Berloz, Belgium
Abstract: Alfons Mucha (1860-1939), born in Moravia, in the Austro-Hungarian Empire, is an artist, both
a famous cosmopolitan and a little-known nationalist humanist. Famous for having given its letters of
nobility to Art Nouveau and ignored for his immense ambition as a painter dedicated to the national
cause of his country, which later became the Czech Republic, and of the Slavic peoples and their
spirituality. The bohemian moved to Paris in 1887 to complete his artistic training, while publishing
houses employed him as an illustrator. Sarah Bernardt definitively launched his career as poster designer,
designer of sets, costumes and jewelry. Mucha will prove to be a complex and complete artist practicing
the different facets of the decorative arts. During the Universal Exhibition in Paris in 1900, Mucha was
commissioned by Austria Hungary for the complete decoration of the Bosnia-Herzegovina Pavilion,
attached Slavic region in 1876. This collaboration earned him a silver medal as well as the Legion of
honor but is in total contradiction to his Slavic patriotic conviction. The love of his homeland then
triggers in him the maturation of a grandiose project “the Slavic epic.”
Between 1904 and 1909, Mucha drew and taught regularly in the USA: Chicago, New York...there he met
the industrialist Richard Crane, a convinced slavophile, who undertook to finance his project. In 1911,
Mucha returned to his country and devoted himself in a Bohemian castle to the work of his life: the
Slavic Epic. In 1928, for the 10th anniversary of the independence of Czechoslovakia, Mucha and Crane
donated the work to the city of Prague, which undertook to find a place of exhibition. The reception
remains mixed: he is criticized for his long stays abroad as well as his food compromises with the
Austrian authorities. The artistic evolution has made the Symbolist style obsolete and the militant
historical approach no longer makes sense. The Slavic Epic, this panorama of 20 monumental paintings
(from 4x5m to 8x6m), half devoted to the Czechs and the other to the Slavs, offers an optimistic vision
of history, from the 3rd century until the end of the First World War, in which mankind can progress
towards peace and attain universal truth. Rolled up and hidden in the cellars of the castle, it will be saved
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from the Nazis in 1939. Mucha, arrested among the first by the Gestapo for his Freemasonry convictions
and his nationalist identity work, was quickly released ill and died shortly after. The communist regime
sees him as a representative of decadent bourgeois art, while new art remains maligned abroad. The
situation gradually changed in the 1960s. Art Nouveau came back into vogue with curves and feminism in
the psychedelic movement. The rediscovery of the epic takes place by chance during storage in the 1980s.
Since then, this panorama has been exhibited in whole or in part abroad, including Paris and Tokyo
(600,000 visitors). The municipality of Prague is finally keeping its promise with the development of a site
planned for 2026, almost a century after the inauguration of the work. A long historical journey in every
sense of the word!
Keywords: The Slav Epic, Alphonse Mucha, Art Nouveau, Paris Universal Exhibition 1900
Biography, Dominique Hanson: International Panorama Council. Member, IPC Technical Committee.
Commissariat Commémoration première Guerre mondiale. Former Director General Musée Royale de
l'Armée et d'Histoire Militaire Brussels, Belgium (Retired). On behalf of the IPC, attended the signing of
the Memorandum of Understanding between the IPC and the Russian Sector of Museums-Custodians of
Panoramas and Dioramas. dh180309@gmail.com
Biography, Anja Coenen: Consultant, International Panorama Council Communications. Involved in
cultural heritage and management projects throughout Europe, including the worldwide Carillon
association. Worked with Dominique Hanson and others to present the 2015 IPC conference in Namur,
Belgium. anja.coenen@hotmail.be

Launching a Contemporary Panoramic Painting About the Passing of Time Titled Epoch (2016): The Continued Relevance of
the Genre of the Panorama for Contemporary Artists
David Breuer-Weil, Exhibiting Artist, London, UK
Abstract: Epoch is a multi-panel panoramic painting on canvas executed by Breuer-Weil in 2016. It was
inspired by a study of the Panorama Mesdag in Holland in 2016. The artist wanted to produce an
ambitious contemporary panoramic painting specifically about the passing of time, hence the title Epoch.
It is about the origins of mankind from evolution, pre-history, modernity, the age of genocide (his family
survived the Holocaust), the nuclear age, the computer age and beyond. In the end, inspired by weekly
visits to the National Gallery in London the panorama was composed of twenty interrelated canvases
each approximately 1.9 by 3 metres in scale. The overall size of the panorama is 3.8m by 30m. This
presentation will be to introduce this new panorama that has not yet been launched or exhibited, together
with a description of the main themes: time, history, evolution, human aspiration, the future (images and
full details available upon request)
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Keywords: time, history, evolution, genocide, future
Biography: David Breuer-Weil was born in London in 1965 and studied at Central Saint Martin’s School
of Art and at Clare College, Cambridge. ‘The Project’ was held in 2001 at the Roundhouse, Camden;
‘Project 2’ was held at the Bargehouse, OXO Tower in 2003; ‘Project 3’ was then held in conjunction with
the Ben Uri Gallery and Museum. Breuer-Weil’s sculptures have been installed in major public spaces in
London including Hampstead Heath, Hanover Square, Grosvenor Gardens, Marble Arch and around the
world. Visitor, Visitor 2 and Alien were included in Sotheby’s 2010, 2011 and 2013 Beyond Limits
exhibitions at Chatsworth House. His sculptures and two-dimensional works have been exhibited with
the National Trust more recently. In 2016-2017 Breuer-Weil exhibited alongside Edmund de Waal and
Hans Coper at the Jewish Museum, London. In June-July 2017 Christie’s held a solo show of
monumental Breuer-Weil sculpture that was held at various locations across London; Cavendish Square,
St Pancras, Portman Square and the Economist Plaza. In the summer of 2018 a new monumental work,
Flight, was installed into Marble Arch and in 2019 Breuer-Weil’s Visitor 2 was exhibited as part of The
Child Within Me, at the Abdülmecid Efendi Pavilion, Istanbul, to coincide with the Istanbul Biennial. A
film about the artist, The King of Nerac, directed by Annie Sulzberger, was premiered in 2015 at the
Institute of Contemporary Arts (ICA), London and in New York at the Lincoln Center. Skira published
the monograph David Breuer-Weil: Radical Visionary in 2011. Breuer-Weil lives and works in London.
weil@dircon.co.uk

Session VIII |Archival Strategies
The Oval: Escape from the Grid
Aurora Tang, The Center for Land Use Interpretation, Culver City, California, USA
Abstract: “The Oval: Escape from the Grid” explores an early residential development known as the
Oval, or Palm Place, located on Los Angeles’ west side. The Oval, a reference to the development’s
elliptical road patterns, was designed by landscape architect Wilbur David Cook in the early 20th century,
to be a “new aristocratic suburb” with broad drives, parks, and wide lots meant to accommodate country
estates. A 1912 proposal promises, “there is no better place for a country home in the vicinity of Los
Angeles. Palm Place is protected from future depreciation by being surrounded on all sides by high-class
property…an air of refinement and culture predominates.” However, by the 1920s ambitions were
downsized and more modest houses had been built. By the 1970s the Oval was built out with around 200
houses. Today the area is enveloped in the surrounding residential grid. This illustrated presentation pairs
contemporary images of properties along the Oval with postwar photographs of the same addresses from
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the Center for Land Use Interpretation’s Coast Realty Archive. The Coast Realty Archive is a collection of
Los Angeles real estate listings, covering a period from the late 1950s through the mid-1960s. The listings
include a photograph of each structure for sale, taken from the street, offering a view of the city prior to
Google Street View or Ed Ruscha’s serial photography of Los Angeles streets. Examining the Oval
through the lens of the Coast Realty Archive provides a fresh view of changes in residential architecture
from then to now.
Keywords: Los Angeles, re-photography, vernacular architecture, residential architecture, streetscapes
Biography: Aurora Tang is a curator and researcher based in Los Angeles. Since 2009 she has been a
program manager at The Center for Land Use Interpretation (CLUI), where she is involved in all aspects
of the organization’s programming, research, outreach, development, and administration. In addition to
the CLUI, Tang has worked with non-profit arts organizations including the Getty Research Institute,
Getty Conservation Institute, and High Desert Test Sites, where she was managing director from
2011–15. She has taught at Otis College of Art and Design and the University of Southern California, and
served on the board of directors of Common Field from 2017–20. Tang is a 2020 Andy Warhol
Foundation for the Visual Arts Curatorial Research Fellow.
The Center for Land Use Interpretation (CLUI) is a non-profit research organization, founded in 1994,
involved in exploring and understanding land and landscape issues. The organization produces
exhibitions about land use phenomenology in the USA, and displays them at its exhibit locations and at
other museum and non-commercial and educational venues as well. The CLUI also produces
publications, online resources, tours, lectures, and other public programs across the country.
aurora@clui.org

Scrolling Through Old Pyongyang: Online Archives, Digital Mapping, and Panoramic Views
James Banfill, Institute of Far Eastern Studies at Kyungnam University, Changwon, South Gyeongsang
Province, South Korea
Jonathan Banfill, Champlain College, Burlington, Vermont, USA
Christopher McCarthy, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan
Abstract: The city of Pyongyang, the capital of theDemocratic People's Republic of Korea (North
Korea), is perhaps best known for images of monumental socialist architecture or soldiers on parade. War
and socialist planning have largely obscured Pyongyang’s long history and particular, sometimes peculiar,
culture. Furthermore, the rigid controls imposed by the North Korean state on outsiders and its own
citizens limit access to what vestiges remain. To many, the Pyongyang of today is another world. Its past
is doubly so. The Pyongyang of the past is a lost world found only in archives, scrapbooks, maps,
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paintings, and dreams. This presentation will discuss revisiting the world of Pyongyang in the 1920s and
1930s through archival research and digital mapping, taking inspiration from Korean traditional scrolls
and paintings, historic photography and ephemera, and informed by the experiences of frequent visitors
to modern North Korea. It aims to present a geographically accurate, but temporally compressed
composite of the interwar Pyongyang and the heterogeneous communities of Korean, Japanese, Chinese,
and Westerners who called it home. This research is an extension of ongoing work by the Los
Angeles-based Velaslavasay Panorama related to panoramas and Northeast Asia, and it serves to form the
basis of forthcoming academic and creative projects.
Keywords: Pyongyang, North Korea, panorama, archives, digital mapping
Biographies: James Banfill is a visiting research fellow at the Institute for Far Eastern Studies at
Kyungnam University in Seoul. He has previously worked in North Korea cultural projects, sports
exchange, tourism, agricultural training, and humanitarian aid monitoring. james.banfill@gmail.com
Dr. Jonathan Banfill is an Assistant Professor of Interdisciplinary Studies at Champlain College. His
research focuses on urbanism, design, and intercultural exchange in interdisciplinary pedagogy, lifelong
learning, and higher education.
Dr. Christopher McCarthy specializes in remote sensing and digital mapping of historic sites and
landscapes as well as environmentally protected areas in East Asia and Central Asia.

Mechanical Theatres of Travel: Scroll Panoramas, Ribbon Maps and Hand Held Media
Nicholas Lowe, The School of The Art Institute of Chicago, Illinois, USA
Abstract: Mechanical theatrical presentations of landscape and travel can be traced to precedents in the
late seventeen hundreds, having grown to a wider popular significance in the latter half of the nineteenth
century. Their conceptual and cultural effects can arguably be seen also to have endured up to the present
time. From the mid nineteenth century as these effects were being set in motion, steamboat travel on the
Hudson and the Mississippi Rivers was also entering the popular imagination. A comparative range of
travel and map related artifacts, from that time and after, will be explored for the relationships they bear
with each other, but also for their strong relations to panorama performances of the mid 1800’s.
Alongside their practical uses, the artifacts in question additionally offer an opportunity for imagined and
vicarious travel. In these respects the material and cultural lineages of contemporary device-mediated
experiences of landscape will also be explored. Drawing a speculative line between nineteenth century
panorama performances and contemporary travel mediation in social media orientated selfie-making.
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Keywords: Scroll panorama, ribbon map, social media, performance, travel
Biography: Nicholas Lowe is an interdisciplinary visual artist, writer, educator and curator whose work
known for its contextual and documentary approaches. His visual and performance works forefront
material research, interpretation and public engagement. Lowe joined the faculty at The School of the Art
Institute of Chicago in 2003 where he is Chair of the Department of Historic Preservation.
https://ruftydogblog.wordpress.com; https://www.behance.net/Nicholas_Lowe; nlowe1@saic.edu

The Union Square Florist Shop: A Case of Spectral Immersion
Sara Velas, Velaslavasay Panorama, Los Angeles, California, USA
Ruby Carlson, Velaslavasay Panorama, Los Angeles, California, USA
Abstract: We examine the Union Square Florist Shop project at the Velaslavasay Panorama as a case study of
immersive phenomena presenting a new model for curatorial practice: Spectral Immersion. Borrowing from
the philosophical concepts of hauntology, magical urbanism and unrestored restoration, Spectral
Immersion establishes a new category of restoration, curation and presentation that moves beyond simply
taking an object back to a former time, but taking it to another dimension in time.
The project Union Square Florist Shop (created by Velaslavasay Panorama in 2020) is used as a case study
outlining the fundamental features of Spectral Immersion, which borrows from principles of the panorama:
archival research, compressed time, representation of memory, illusions and the sense of place rather than
the place itself. Visitors are transported to a realm of what-might-have-been, of time folded-in-on-itself,
extending the experience of immersion via unconscious paradigms and “spectral” indicators.
Keywords: Hauntology, Window Display, Immersive Art, Floristry, Curatorial Practice
Biographies: Ruby Carlson is a Co-Curator at the Velaslavasay Panorama and served as the elected
Secretary of the International Panorama Council (2015-2018). She has worked in the field of panoramas
since 2008 to elucidate, present and gather funding for panoramas and related mediums. As a native to
Los Angeles, she also works as a cinematographer and photographer for film and fine arts. Since 2010
she has participated in PLACE, a critical return to the discovery of Freud and its construction in the
topology introduced by J. Lacan. www.rubycarlsonstudio.com; @1887to1904; ruby@panoramaonview.org
Sara Velas is an artist, graphic designer, gardener, curator and native Los Angeleno. She is the Artistic
Director of the Velaslavasay Panorama, a nonprofit museum and garden she established in the year 2000
to present variations on art forms and entertainments popular before the invention of cinema along with
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experimental immersive experiences. Ms. Velas is focused on researching the contemporary creation of
panoramas in Asia and on her own creations. Her work with the Velaslavasay Panorama has been
supported by the Andy Warhol Foundation, National Endowment for the Arts, California Community
Foundation, and the LA County Arts Commission, among others. An active member of the International
Panorama Council since 2004, she currently serves as Co-President. Born in Panorama City, California,
she received her BFA in Painting from Washington University School of Art in Saint Louis, Missouri in
1999 and resides in downtown Los Angeles. www.panoramaonview.org; https://www.sssvelas.net/;
sv@panoramaonview.org

Session IX | Painting and Place
Hockney’s Panoramas
Tim Barringer, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut, USA
Abstract: In a career spanning more than six decades, David Hockney has explored the optical
underpinnings of visual representation, from the camera obscura to digital photography. Panoramic
vision and representation forms a significant theme within his oeuvre as well as his written work. This
paper, based on conversations with Hockney, will examine key works, notably Mulholland Drive: The Road to
the Studio (1980, LACMA) that interact with an interrogate panoramic visuality.
Mulholland Drive: The Road to the Studio, Hockney’s technicolor representation of American landscape on a
canvas eight by twenty feet, responds to an American painting tradition little known in Europe: massive,
panoramic canvases evoking the sublimity of the great plains, mountains, and deserts of the United States.
Epic works by the nineteenth-century painters Frederic Church, Albert Bierstadt, and Thomas Moran of
similar dimensions used daring colors and dramatic perspective schemes to represent the Andes, the
Rockies, or the Grand Canyon—scenes of Humboldtian natural grandeur. Such compositions derived
from the experience of viewing 360-degree painted panoramas, ubiquitous in large American cities during
the 1850s. The panorama encouraged artists to experiment with massive, laterally expanded canvases on
which could be depicted broad vistas of prairies, deserts, or mountain ranges, with dramatic light effects.
Hockney affectionately parodied this work— and the Western movie genre with ‘panning shots’ that
emerged from it— in early works such as Rocky Mountains and Tired Indians, 1965 (Edinburgh, Scottish
National Gallery of Modern Art). But he is essentially sympathetic to works of the American sublime
largely dismissed by modernist taste. He feels particular kinship with Thomas Moran, born “exactly one
hundred years before me not forty miles from [Hockney’s hometown of] Bradford,” an émigré, like
Hockney, to the United States. Moran faithfully rendered topographical detail and atmospheric effects,
concerns derived from his close study of Turner and reading of the English critic John Ruskin. By
contrast, Hockney asserts, “I’m trying to convey the experience of space.” In doing so, he knowingly
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engages with a tradition of panoramic representation reaching back though the work of Burford and
Barker to the experimental watercolours of the Sandbys in the mid-eighteenth century.
Keywords: Hockney, painting, panoramic Western
Biography: Tim Barringer is Paul Mellon Professor and Chair of the Department of the History of Art at
Yale University. His books include, most recently, the collection of essays co-edited with Katie
Trumpener, On the Viewing Platform: The Panorama between Canvas and Screen (Yale University Press, 2020).
He is the author of Reading the Pre-Raphaelites (1999; new edition, 2012) and Men at Work: Art and Labour in
Victorian Britain (2005). With colleagues he co-edited Frederic Leighton: Antiquity, Renaissance, Modernity
(1998); Colonialism and the Object (1998); Art and the British Empire (2007); Writing the Pre-Raphaelites (2009)
and Victorian Jamaica (2018). He was co-curator of American Sublime (2002); Art and Emancipation in Jamaica
(2007); Opulence and Anxiety (2007); Before and After Modernism (2010); Pre-Raphaelites: Victorian Avant-Garde
(2012) and Pastures Green and Dark, Satanic Mills (2013); Thomas Cole’s Journey: Atlantic Crossings
(Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York and National Gallery, London, 2018), Picturesque and Sublime
(2018); Unto this Last: Two Hundred Years of JohnRuskin (2019-20) and Radical Victorians (eight US museum
venues, 2019-21). He is finishing a book Broken Pastoral: Art and Music in Britain.
Timothy.Barringer@yale.edu

A Journey Through Time and Space: Jan Styka’s Crucifixion at Forest Lawn
James Fishburne, Forest Lawn Museum, Los Angeles, California, USA
Abstract: Forest Lawn Memorial Park in Glendale, California is home to the Crucifixion by artist Jan Styka.
Measuring 195 feet wide and 45 feet tall, it was painted in Poland in the 1890s and came to the United
States for the 1904 World’s Fair. After decades of neglect in a storage facility, Forest Lawn purchased the
painting and constructed the Hall of Crucifixion-Resurrection (HOCR), a purpose-built structure
designed to display the artwork. This paper examines how choices made with regard to the painting’s
setting – in conjunction with the painting itself – function to shape the viewing experience, thereby
creating the sense of traveling to far off lands in the distant past.
The HOCR is located on a plateau, approximately 800 feet above the surrounding landscape. As visitors
travel more than a mile from the entrance of the park to the building, they are gradually removed from
their everyday surroundings. Once they arrive at the building, visitors approach the façade of the HOCR,
which is based on the cathedral of Orvieto, Italy, another hilltop structure that was constructed between
the years 1290 and 1591. After entering the building, visitors are fully removed from their contemporary
surroundings and are virtually transported to Medieval France. The dramatic interior architecture is
inspired by Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris. Beyond the threshold of this gothic corridor is a 600-seat
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theater and Styka’s colossal painting. Originally a hemicycle, the Crucifixion is now displayed flat, in a
format that mimics a movie screen. In a single visual sweep, viewers are confronted with the cityscape of
ancient Jerusalem and the final moment before the crucifixion of Jesus. The series of transitions from
exterior to interior serve as temporal and spatial disruptions, intensifying the sense that visitors have been
transported to a new time and place.
Keywords: panorama, hemicycle, crucifixion, gothic, architecture
Biography: James Fishburne is the Director of Forest Lawn Museum. In 2014 he earned his Ph.D. in
Italian Renaissance art history from UCLA. He has taught courses on ancient Roman, Renaissance, and
Baroque art history at UCLA, Pierce College, Valley College, and California State University, Long Beach.
From 2015 through 2018 James worked at the Getty Research Institute where he developed and
implemented programming for the Scholars Department. James joined Forest Lawn in 2018 and has
curated multiple exhibitions, including "The Elevated Eye: Aerial Photography Past and Present" and
“Judson Studios: Stained Glass from Gothic to Street Style.” He is currently developing a new
audio-visual program for the Crucifixion, a 195-foot-wide painting on display at Forest Lawn. The
program will incorporate 3D projection mapping in order to engage audiences of all ages while telling the
story of the painting and its circuitous journey to Forest Lawn. jfishburne@forestlawn.com

Following Battle After Battle: Henry Darger’s Panoramic Tale
Dr. Leisa Rundquist, University of North Carolina, Asheville, North Carolina, USA
Abstract: American self-taught artist Henry Darger (1892-1973) penned an epic saga of make-believe
warfare known as In the Realms of the Unreal (c.1911-1970). Totaling over 15,000 pages, this story is
accompanied by 300 double-sided paintings on paper along with an archive of fabricated
“documents”—a trove of fictional casualty ledgers, drawings of military regalia, and hand-made
maps—each further elucidating his story. Many of the paintings depict panoramic landscapes that
showcase raging battle scenes and approaching storms. This paper contends that Darger embraced the
panorama as a visual format and immersive storytelling device that he exploited in both his imagery and
prose. Infinite horizons in Darger’s art fabricate an imagined world big enough to hold a tremendous
amount of detail. So too, turbulent vistas lend themselves to depictions of bloody military battles and
weather patterns replete with implied movement and latent danger. Furthermore, written passages from
his epic disclose a yearning to construct a sensation akin to travel through excessive details and
all-encompassing views. Notions of time, space, and immersive engagement conflate in such passages as:
“Let the reader follow battle after battle...let him follow every event and adventure in this volume and
then he can if he sets his mind and heart on it take on as if he himself was an actual participator.”
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An investigation into Darger’s panoramic mode of representation also reveals his source material
comprised of fine art reproductions and American Civil War imagery. From a wealth of sources, Darger
gleaned familiar panoramic tropes and conventions, namely those relating to physical relocation,
perspectival illusionism, and expressions of immensity.
Keywords: Henry Darger, panorama, Realms of the Unreal, battles, horizon
Biography: Leisa Rundquist is an art historian, professor, and curator who specializes in the fields of
modern, contemporary, and self-taught art. She holds a PhD in art history from the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill and currently serves as Professor of Art History at UNC Asheville. Prior to
pursuing her doctorate, Rundquist was Curator at the South Bend Art Museum (South Bend, IN) and a
Lecturer at Saint Mary’s College (Notre Dame, IN).
Her 2021 book, The Power and Fluidity of Girlhoodin Henry Darger’s Art speaks to the intersections of
childhood, religious piety, gender, and race in the art and writings of Henry Darger. Recent curated
exhibitions include Henry Darger: The Room Revealed (2021) and Betwixt and Between: Henry Darger’s Vivian
Girls (2017) at Intuit: The Center for Intuitive and Outsider Art, Chicago. Other directions in her research
explore curatorial strategies that construct the representation of marginalized artists and their artistic
practices, specifically those categorized as self-taught and “outsider.” lrundqui@unca.edu

Session X | Panoramic Meta-Narratives
Full Circle: World History as Recursive Revolution in North Korean-Built Panoramas
Douglas Gabriel, George Washington University, Washington, D.C., USA
Abstract: Set within Pyongyang’s Victorious Fatherland Liberation War Museum, The Battle of Taejŏnmarks
one of the most ambitious undertakings of North Korea’s Mansudae Art Studio in terms of both its
physical scale and its politically-motivated historical claims. The massive panorama, which debuted upon
the opening of the museum in 1974, effectively isolates the Korean People’s Army’s overtaking of the U.S.
Army’s 24th Infantry Division in July 1950, casting the episode as a microcosm of North Korea’s
purported triumph over the U.S. imperialists and the South Korean puppet regime. In the wake of its
impressive execution of this work, Mansudae Art Studio has designed and erected numerous panoramas
internationally, including the October War Panorama in Damascus, the 6th of October Panorama in
Cairo, and the Angkor Panorama Museum in Siem Reap. This presentation performs a comparative
analysis of Mansudae’s panoramas in and beyond North Korea. While it is often assumed that North
Korea’s domestic propaganda differs appreciably from the commissions and gifted works Mansudae has
constructed abroad, I trace formal and conceptual threads that unite the studio’s panoramas despite the
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geographic and temporal disparity of their represented themes. What emerges from this study is a clearer
understanding of how North Korea conceives of and portrays its own revolutionary course as
participating in a world historical phenomenon characterized by teleological cycles of adversity under an
oppressive colonizer followed by glorious liberation.
Keywords: North Korea, Mansudae Art Studio, propaganda, socialist realism, revolution
Biography: Douglas Gabriel is a 2020–21 Korea Foundation Postdoctoral Fellow at the George
Washington University. He received his Ph.D. in art history from Northwestern University in 2019. His
current book project, Over the Mountain: Realism Towards Reunification in Cold War Korea, 1980–1994,
examines connections between the visual art of the minjung democratization movement in South Korea
and the work of state-sponsored artists in North Korea. Previously, he was the 2019–20 Soon Young
Kim Postdoctoral Fellow at Harvard University. His research on North and South Korean art and
architecture has appeared in the Journal of KoreanStudies and Hyŏndae misulsa yŏngu [the Korean Journal of
Contemporary Art History]. His work has been supported by the Fulbright Program, the Harvard Korea
Institute, and the Northeast Asia Council of the Association of Asian Studies.
douglasgabriel2019@u.northwestern.edu

Stalin Boulevard: Photopanoramic Sightlines Between Colonialism and Socialism
Katie Trumpener, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut, USA
Abstract: Photographers ventured into panoramic formats only a few years after the invention of
photography itself, and their work often mimicked vast “panorama” paintings-in-the-round. This paper
contrasts two key moments in the long history of the photopanorama. Nineteenth and early
twentieth-century photopanoramas (alongside panoramic actuality films and the Lumière Brothers'
photoramas) surveyed urban cityscapes across the world. Whether intended as travelogues or official
documentations, many recorded the colonization and modernization of urban spaces, documenting Raj
colonial crescents in Bombay and axial road construction around Calcutta; colonial urban renewal plans
in Mandate Jerusalem and in 1900 Algiers; the 1910 razing and rebuilding of Recife, Brazil. Such
photographs often focused on new Hausmann-style boulevards, which panoramas' elongated format
were particularly suited to capture.
If an important strain of panoramic photography, then, accompanied, documented, and established the
sight-lines for colonial urbanization and modernization projects, this process belatedly echoed once again
across post-1945 Eastern Europe. In 1938, Alexander Rodchenko and Varvara Stepanova's experimental
constructivist photobook Moscow in Reconstruction, had included photopanoramas showcasing the
multi-layered vitality of socialist Moscow. After 1945, the need to rebuild war-destroyed cities and the
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imperative to create new socialist public and industrial spaces generated massively-scaled architectural
projects—once more documented by officially-commissioned panoramic architectural photography and
photobooks. Such photography gestured towards yet marked its distance from Moscow in Reconstruction.
favoring monumentalizing panoramic views of vast empty new boulevards. While such works publicized
Eastern Europe's capitals as new, radiating centers of socialist power, maverick panoramic photographers
from Josef Sudek (1950s-60s) to Josef Kudelka (1990s) adopted panoramic formats to critique socialist
urban planning, housing projects, and ecological depredation. Their images worked to unlock their
medium's meditative, ludic, and critical potential, even using anamorphic distortion itself to formulate a
critique of state power.
Keywords: panoramic photography, urban “renewal,” colonial sightlines, Stalinism, dissident photography
Biography: Katie Trumpener is Emily Sanford Professor of Comparative Literature and English (and
Film and Media Studies) at Yale. With Tim Barringer, she co-edited (and partly co-wrote) On the Viewing
Platform: The Panorama Between Canvas and Screen (Yale UP, 2020). Other work on visual culture
includes many essays on film, and on the history of the picturebook; a recent exhibit on texts and textiles;
and two books (nearing completion) on Third Reich and Cold War cinema. She has also published widely
on European literature (with two books on the Romantic period: Bardic Nationalism: The Romantic
Novel and the British Empire and co-ed, The Cambridge Companion to Fiction in the Romantic Period).
katie.trumpener@yale.edu

The Grand Panorama of a Whaling Voyage ‘Round the World in the Anthropocene
Jamie L. Jones, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA
Abstract: The 1848 Grand Panorama of a Whaling Voyage‘Round the World by Benjamin Russell and Caleb
Purrington represents a dizzying array of timescales. As its title suggests, the moving panorama suggests
the timeline of a typical whaling voyage launched from New Bedford. The moving panorama also
represents a number of discrete historical events: the mutiny on the Bounty in 1789 and the settlement of
its survivors on Pitcairn Island, the volcano eruption on Pico do Fogo in 1847, and the disaster of the
whaleship Essex, sunk by a sperm whale in 1820. The panorama evokes the history of Portuguese empire,
portraying the Lusophone world from New England to Cape Verde and the Azores to Brazil. And the
panorama even attends to the life-cycles of individual beings, from whales, to the lone charismatic banyan
tree on Pitcairn Island, to the beginning of human life on Fiji where the panorama appears to portray
Indigenous Fijian women and their rituals of childbirth. The New Bedford Whaling Museum’s exhibition
of the moving panorama in 2018 in a 19th-century textile factory also evoked the layered histories of
New Bedford through economies based on whaling, manufacturing, fishing, and postindustrial tourism.
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I propose an ecocritical interpretation of the whaling panorama as an early model object of
Anthropocene thought. The “Anthropocene” is the proposed term for the Earth’s current geological
epoch, one marked by the human damage to geological processes through climate change. The panorama
prompts viewers to confront the Anthropocene’s complex and interlocking timescales: geological,
human, urban, colonial, cetacean, meteorological, diurnal, climatic, vegetal. It is such a planetary
imagination that enables 21st-century scientists, policy-makers, scholars, and activists to understand the
damage of climate change and extractive capitalism. This paper will explore the opportunities and limits
of the panorama’s planetary imagination as a case study in Anthropocene thought.
Keywords: Grand Panorama of Whaling ‘Round the World; Anthropocene; climate change; time and
temporality; whaling
Biography: Jamie L. Jones is an Assistant Professor in the Department of English at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. She earned her Ph.D. in American Studies at Harvard University. Her
research explores the historic pivot in energy use in the nineteenth century, when whale oil and other
organic energy sources gave way to fossil fuels. Jones’s research has been published in Configurations,
Resilience: A Journal of the Environmental Humanities, American Art, and elsewhere. She has also contributed
essays and commentary to The New York Times, The Los Angeles Review of Books, Common-place, the BBC, the
BackStory history podcast, and elsewhere. Her research has been supported by the National Endowment
for the Humanities, the Smithsonian, the Whiting Foundation, and others. jaljones@illinois.edu
Panoramas in Argentina: from Cosmopolitanism to Nationalism (1885-1916)
Paula Bruno Garcén, Universidad de Buenos Aires, Argentina
Abstract: The first rotunda panorama in Buenos Aires appeared in 1885. Since then, a few series of
panoramas were shown in this city and later in other cities in Argentina. Towards the end of the XIX
century, the two European panoramas presented in Buenos Aires were managed by international
associations and thus, they displayed a greater cosmopolitan net of entertainments and consumerism.
However, in 1910 the national elite commissioned the Italian artist Giacomo Grosso to paint a national
battle for a panorama in the Argentinian exhibition that commemorated the 100th independence
revolution. A few years later local governments ordered panoramas to another Italian, Augusto Ferrari,
who had been Grosso’s assistant and, by then, was already established in the country. This presentation
aims, on the one hand, to analyze that the success of the first European panoramas in Argentinian
audiences, led the national government to use the panoramic device for national propaganda and other
national purposes. On the other hand, I will explore the panoramas themselves as immersive media
addressed to provoke new corporeal experiences of the images and the events represented on them.
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This presentation will focus on the Panorama de Roma (1885), the Panorama de Pleven (P. Philippoteaux,
1889), the Panorama de la Batalla de Maipú (G. Grosso, 1910), the Panorama de Salta (A. Ferrari, 1916),
and the Panorama de la Batalla de Tucumán (A. Ferrari, 1916). None of these panoramas have survived,
partially because of the ephemerality and itinerancy of these paintings, which were frequently destroyed or
repainted and adapted to display new themes. The main sources of information are newspapers,
correspondences and photographs (from Fundación Augusto and León Ferrari) that me allow to
reconstruct the “life and death” of these panoramas.
Keywords: Pleven panorama, Garibaldi panorama, Paul Philippoteaux, Giacomo Grosso, Augusto Ferrari
Biography: Paula Bruno is an art historian graduated from University of Buenos Aires. She is currently
enrolled in the Master’s Degree on Curatorial Studies of Visual Arts [Maestría en Curaduría en Artes
Visuales] at University of Tres de Febrero [Universidad Nacional de Tres de Febrero] and the PhD in
Theory and History of Arts at University of Buenos Aires, where she is a research fellow. Her PhD
project is entitled “Cosmopolitan Circuits of Optical Projections and Immersive Spectacles. Buenos Aires,
1838–1915.” Her main research interests are oriented to the relationship between technical media and
scientific images in XIX century entertainment in Buenos Aires, and the impact of scientific visualization
media in local contemporary arts. She is a researcher at the Group of History and Epistemology of
Cartography and Technical Images and the Visual Anthropology Area.
https://uba.academia.edu/PBruno; pbruno@filo.uba.ar; paula90@gmail.com

Session XI | Devices for Accessing the Panoramic Imaginary
Introducing Immersive Image Design into the First-Year Experience at University: Using Smartphones to Display 360°
Panoramic Drawings
Seth Thompson, American University of Sharjah, UAE
Abstract: Moving from the physical to the digital realm, the smartphone can be used as a presentation
device for displaying 360° panoramic drawings. Since 2015, I have introduced in my university’s
Foundations analytical drawing class, a 360° panoramic drawing project that can be displayed using a
smartphone and Google Cardboard. Armed with a base knowledge of traditional drawing materials and
one-point perspective, drawings are produced, scanned, processed, output and uploaded to the Web to be
viewed on a smartphone or other computer display device. In this paper presentation, I provide context
and an overview to this relatively low-cost assignment, highlight recommended materials and equipment,
show step-by-step how this project is produced, and conclude with student examples.
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Keywords: 360° panoramic drawing, immersive image design, foundations, smartphone, Google
Cardboard
Biography: Seth Thompson is Associate Professor in the Department of Art and Design at the American
University of Sharjah, specializing in 360° panoramic imaging and its history. His research interests and
practice primarily focus on the interpretation and representation of visual culture and heritage using
panoramic imaging and hypermedia systems. Media art history with special emphasis on the panorama
plays an integral role in this theoretical and practice-based investigation. Thompson is an Advisory Board
member and former President (2017–2020) of the International Panorama Council and a member of the
International Art Critics Association. He has lived and worked in the United Arab Emirates since 2006.
sthompson@aus.edu

The Observer, Time & Space: A Media Archaeological Perspective on -Orama Culture at the Antwerp (1880-1914)
Leen Engelen, University of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium
Abstract: Immediately following the closing of the painted 360° Panorama of Wörth in 1905, the
Antwerp Zoo commissioned a stereoscopic panorama from a local photographer. This is a circular
panorama with lit stereoscopic pictures, very similar to the so-called Kaiser-panoramas or
Welt-panoramas that were fashionable since the 1880s. I take a media archaeological perspective to look
at the different viewing regimes and constructions of space and time that are present in the regular
cyclorama on the one hand (1881-1905) and the stereoscopic diorama (1905-1913) on the other hand.
Both devices offer an immersive experience, albeit in a different way. The virtual worlds they present are
of a totally different and of perhaps unexpected nature. The cyclorama depicts a battle of the
Franco-Prussian War and—in concordance with the nature of its technology—invites the visitor to look
outward and observe the world on the horizon at his own pace and with a free-floating gaze. The
stereoscopic diorama, following the tradition of “peep media” on the other hand, literally presses
observers to look inward, into the machine. Accordingly, the three dimensional images presented in the
diorama are photographs of the garden itself. As such, the disciplined observer visits the Zoo at a
machine-determined pace, while remaining seated. In this instance, it wasn’t the observer who travelled,
but the panorama itself as it was commissioned for and exhibited at several International and World
Exhibitions.
The paper is based on original archival research conducted at the Antwerp Photo Museum (FOMU) and
at the City Archive Antwerp (Archive of the Royal Zoological Society) in Belgium. My analysis is firmly
located in the specific historical context of the Antwerp Zoological Garden in the late 19th century and
relates these educational visual entertainments to the Zoo’s role as an “exhibitionary complex” (Tony
Bennett) and a showcase of the country’s scientific and imperial advance in this era. The Zoo—where
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visitors are confronted with animals from all over the world—is a fruitful context to discuss the
conference theme of time and travel. I argue that the presence of these specific visual entertainments can
be considered an extension of the “invitation” to travel as well as to look back at oneself.
Keywords: panorama, stereoscopic diorama, Kaiserpanorama, Zoological gardens, restoration
Biography: Leen Engelen is a film and media historian at LUCA School of Arts/KU Leuven and at the
University of Antwerp in Belgium. She publishes widely on film, media and visual culture in the
nineteenth and first decades of the twentieth century. At the University of Antwerp she is working on the
B-Magic project, a Excellence of Science Research project on the history of the uses of the magic lantern
in Belgium. She is also an historical consultant on the restoration project of a stereoscopic panorama
from the collection of the Antwerp Photo Museum. An overview of Engelen’s publications can be found
here: https://www.kuleuven.be/wieiswie/en/person/00031996. Engelen is president of the
International Association for Media and History (www.iamhist.net). Leen.engelen@uantwerpen.be

Mapping the World-as-Exhibition: Expressive Typography as an Immersive Medium
Molly Catherine Briggs, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA
Natalie F. Smith, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA
Abstract: The popular nineteenth-century attractions known as panoramas were typically accompanied by
printed ephemera including visitor guidebooks and diagrammatic “keys.” More than just labeling the view,
panorama keys served as transporting devices in their own right. Representational conventions employed
in panoramas and their keys describe a visual and material culture of seeing, sensing, and imagining a
changing world during the period of British colonial expansion. Transporting graphic strategies were also
used in printed media not directly affiliated with panoramas, including maps and bird’s-eye views. This
presentation describes the immersive features of panorama keys and compares them with features of
contemporaneous Arctic maps in order to demonstrate the pervasiveness of panoramic representational
strategies. In particular, we examine the role of perspectival and expressive typography in the immersive
articulation of the picture plane in keys and maps. This analysis elucidates the viability of typography as
an object for studying the subjectivity inhering in images whose power derives from their explicit
assertion of objectivity.
Keywords: printed ephemera, immersive media, expressive typography, nineteenth century, cartography
Biographies: Molly Catherine Briggs is a design theorist, landscape historian, and studio practitioner who
studies the interaction of printed matter with built and social space. She is an Assistant Professor of
Graphic Design and leads the MFA program in Design for Responsible Innovation in the School of Art
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& Design at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. She teaches design history, theory, and
research methodology with an emphasis on reading, representing, and reimagining the social shape of
built space. She holds a PhD in Landscape Architecture History and Theory from the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and an MFA in Art Theory and Practice from Northwestern University.
Her dissertation, “The Panoramic Mode: Immersive Media and the Large Parks Movement” (2018),
examines the affiliation of large urban park landscapes in Europe and the United States with
nineteenth-century virtual reality media. Professor Briggs is the recipient of numerous scholarly, creative,
and pedagogical grants, awards, and recognitions. She is a member of the College Art Association, the
Design Research Society, the Design History Society, the SECAC, and the Society of Architectural
Historians. She has been represented by Zg Gallery in Chicago since 2004. mbriggs@illinois.edu
Natalie F. Smith is a book designer and typographer with over 15 years of professional experience
including 31 international juried design excellence awards for her editorial designs for the University of
Chicago Press, Duke University Press, and other publishers. She holds an MFA in Graphic Design from
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and a BFA in Studio Art from Louisiana State University.
Her MFA thesis, “A Book Designer’s Intervention to Teaching Typographic Systems” (2020), argues for
teaching typography through the lens of book design in undergraduate graphic design curricula. She
currently serves as Lecturer of Graphic Design at East Carolina University, in Greenville, North Carolina,
where she teaches typography, and she is pursuing her PhD in Art Education in the School of Art and
Design at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. nfs@illiinois.edu

